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Petitioners offer the following brief in reply to the Brief of 
Respondent Ronald Ferrin. 
STATEMENT OF CONTESTED FACTS 
Petitioners contest the following facts as contained in the 
Respondent's brief: 
1. Petitioners contest that the burn injury was either 
industrial or accidental as stated in paragraphs 1 and 2 of 
Respondent's Statement of Facts. 
2. In paragraph 5, Respondent describes the area in which the 
hydrochloric acid allegedly spilled as being quite limited and yet it 
took Mr. Ferrin five to ten minutes to rinse it down the drain. (R. 
127, p. 73) The acid continued to spill until he set the bottle up 
after he had finished rinsing it down. (R. 127, p. 72) The acid 
covered an area, according to Mr. Ferrin, "around the heater on the 
floor, the spa heater, plus in around the grate." (R. 127, p. 73) 
3. Mr. Ferrin states in his brief at paragraph 6 that he 
immediately grabbed the hose to wash down the spill, but in his 
testimony, he stated that he had to untangle the hose to use it. (R. 
127, p. 72) He also states that the fumes from the spill were so 
overwhelming that he had to leave the room several times before the 
spill was under control. Yet, if the cap was off of the bottle 
facilitating the spill, it is likely that fumes would have been 
noticeable on entering the closed maintenance room. (R. 127, pp. 109-
110) 
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4. Mr. Ferrin states that he immediately headed to the men's 
room to wash off his arm after the spill was cleaned up. He not only 
took five to ten minutes to wash down the spill, he then picked up the 
bottle and put the cap back on it. (R. 127, p. 73) Presumably, he 
also picked up the hose since it wasn't spread out when Mr. Maynard 
went to the maintenance room to investigate. (R. 127, p. 102) Once 
again, Mr. Ferrin made a decision not to merely turn the hose on his 
arm which was burning from the initial contact with the acid. 
Instead, he straightened things up in the maintenance room and went 
all the way into the men's room off the lobby to wash his arm. 
5. With reference to paragraph 18 of Respondent's fact 
statement, Mr. Maynard testified that he had experienced blistering 
from splashing hydrochloric acid on hi$ skin; however, he usually 
uses the acid where there is a water source so that he can easily 
rinse it off to prevent such injury. He has never required medical 
attention for those injuries. (R. 127, pp. 100-101) 
6. Addressing the concerns of paragraph 15, while Mr. Ferrin 
did have three tatoos prior to this injury, only one of them was a 
heart tatoo. Considering the emotional turmoil in his life at the 
time of the injury, the shape of that tatoo is significant. (R. 127, 
pp. 52-55, 65) 
7. Paragraph 17 states that Mr. Maynard found a partial bottle 
of hydrochloric acid in the maintenance room; however, Mr. Ferrin 
denied that the bottle Mr. Maynard found was the one he knocked over 
since it had too much acid in it. (R. 127, pp. 62-63) 
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8. Craig Thatcher testified concerning the properties of 
hydrochloric acid as explained in Respondent's paragraph 19. Missing 
from that description, however, are three important points: 
hydrochloric acid can be neutralized with water; Mr. Thatcher is 
unaware of any serious injuries resulting from its use in the 
concentration contained in the acid offered as an exhibit at the 
hearing and the Material Safety Data Sheet warnings are the "worst 
case scenario" since the concentration and length of exposure 
influence the extent of injury; and, when hydrochloric acid is spilled 
on concrete, it immediately damages the concrete, even if it is rinsed 
off. R. 127, pp. 111-112, 113-114, 119, 123) 
ARGUMENT 
The Respondent's brief makes clear that the only evidence to 
support Mr. Ferrin's version of this occurrence is his own testimony. 
The Respondent incorrectly concludes that Mr. Ferrin's testimony was 
uncontroverted because there was no testimony from other witnesses to 
his injury. It is on this basis that he rejects the argument of 
Petitioners that the decision of the Administrative Law Judge was 
incorrectly based only on Mr. Ferrin's testimony without taking into 
account the compelling circumstantial evidence that the injury could 
not have occurred as Mr. Ferrin described it. On the contrary, the 
administrative law judge must consider all of the evidence and 
inferences which can reasonably be drawn from that evidence to make a 
decision. That was not done in this case. 
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It is in the nature of a defense based on a self-inflicted 
injury that the employee would not invite another person to witness 
the occurrence. If the standard for establishing that defense 
required corroborating evidence from a witness to the injury, it would 
create an impossible burden for an employer to overcome. Then, even 
if the circumstantial evidence was overwhelming and the occurrence as 
described by the employee was contrary to all reason, the 
administrative law judge would be compelled to ignore everything other 
than the injured employee1s testimony. This is the position urged by 
the Respondent and it is directly contrary to policy and to case law. 
Homer v. Smith, 866 P.2d 622 (Utah Ct. App. 1993). 
Contrary to Respondent's contentions, there is no evidence, 
other than Mr. Ferrinfs testimony about the events surrounding his 
injury which establish how it happened. Respondent states no other 
facts to support his story, only inferences from the facts. The 
inferences drawn by Respondent are not reasonable. 
The fact that there was no evidence of the five to ten 
minutes of running water in the closed maintenance room in a 
few hours after the incident occurred is not compelling. It 
is a more reasonable to conclude that there would be some 
evidence of that amount of water being applied in such a 
confined area for several hours after it occurred. 
The hose was not spread out when Mr. Maynard conducted his 
investigation. This would indicate that either Mr. Ferrin 
delayed seeking care for his burn long enough to wrap the 
hose up or that it was never unwound. 
Contrary to the Respondent's inference, the lack of etching 
is not an indication of the application of water by Mr. 
Ferrin to the area of the spill. Both Mr. Maynard and Mr. 
Thatcher testified that the contact with the hydrochloric 
acid would have an immediate and damaging effect on 
concrete. 
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The fact that there are no photographs of the investigation 
does not erase Mr. Maynard's testimony. There was no 
finding that he was not truthful in his report about the 
results of his investigation. He testified forthrightly and 
truthfully, thus establishing as facts the results of that 
investigation. 
Without reference to these inferences, the only evidence to 
support Respondents claim is his own testimony. When that testimony 
is weighed against the uncontroverted facts and the application of 
common sense, there was no basis for finding that Mr. Ferrin's injury 
was the result of an industrial accident. The only reasonable 
conclusion to be drawn from the facts is that the injury was self-
inflicted. 
INCLUSION 
The Respondent has failed to raise sufficient evidence to 
support his claim that his injury was the result of an industrial 
accident. Consideration of all of the evidence and the inferences 
reasonably to be drawn from that evidence compels the conclusion that 
the burn injury was self-inflicted. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 10th day of October, 1997. 
HANSON, NELSON, CHIPMAN & QUIGLEY 
LINDA L.W. ROTH 
Attorneys for Petitioners 
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